
Kuda&#039;s bridge on river Krupa
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Kuda&#039;s bridge is a hidden beauty. Although the road to it is not far from the Dalmatian
coast, visitors rarely come to Kuda&#039;s bridge, they rarely pass through it, but whoever was
once, was left breathless. Just over an hour&#039;s drive from Zadar, in the area of the City of
Obrovac, is the 109 meter long bridge. In the immediate vicinity of the small town of Golubić, on
the river Krupa. The bridge was built in drywall, the builder envisioned creating arches, made 12
of them and all have been preserved to this day. The bridge was built at the turn of the 18th and
19th centuries and is a protected cultural monument. Kuda Bridge is not just a bridge that
connects the two banks of the Krupa River. He is also a love story. A young man named Kude, says
an old story, made an entire venture and built a bridge in drywall, blocks and pillars more than
200 years ago to get to the other side of the river, to his girlfriend. Kudi in memory, the bridge
got his name.The Krupa River attracts visitors in all parts of the year with its beauty. The course
of this river has as many as 19 waterfalls. Although less than 11 kilometers long, the Krupa River is
one of the most beautiful tributaries whose 19 waterfalls, whether in height, indentation or
shape, are among the most beautiful waterfalls in Croatia. It is interesting that Kuda bridge does
not have so many visitors, although everything is arranged, the trails are passable, the lookouts
are maintained. That is why it is understandable for everyone who visited Kuda bridge, delight in
beauty, shade, nature, peace, along the river, attractive construction, nearby waterfall, position
away from everything, ideal for complete relaxation. Therefore, by coming to the "hidden" trail
Kudin most, the visitor will get to know the most beautiful part of Krupa, its magnificent
waterfalls and travertine cascades, and crossing the Kuda Bridge will experience the magic of a
love story, knowing that Kuda Bridge is the oldest preserved crossing over the Krupa river.
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